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NABA UNIVERSITY
BA(HONS)DEGREE IN MEDIA DESIGN (2005|2008)

- Pre-production, location shooting, script and treatment 
  and storyboard
- Production and directing (Canon XL1 and SonyDSR-PD170P)
- Lighting and sound recording
- Creation of live performaces
- Post production editing (Avid Media Compose, Final Cut)
- Graphic (Photoshop, Illustrator)
- Media studies and history

ARTS ACCADEMY UMBERTO BOCCIONI (1999|2004)
Aritistic disciplines, realization of paintings designed, history
and philosofy.

ARTS ACCADEMY UMBERTO BOCCIONI (1999|2004)
.

FILMMASTER GROUP, COLLATERAL FILMS
K EVENTS (Milan, 2008|2011)

clients list
tod’s | hogan | fay | fratelli rossetti | gucci
replay | zegna | fiat500 | olypic games | coin 
nike-rolex | teatro alla scala | sky | kit kat
fashion week

video editor 
activities and responsabilities

ITALY|EXPERIENCE

- Pre-production and post-production
- Directing, shooting and editing short video
- Collaboration with project manager, art director, 
  grapher and sound designer
- Compositing (After effects), 
  graphic (Photoshop, Illustrator)
- Color correction (Final cut, After effects)
- Monotoring the quality of videos produced

S A R A H  H A R E Z
CREATIVE PRODUCER

Creative, confident and individual of smart appearance and genuine 
personality. Strong communication skills on the phone 

and specially in person.
i am able to present a professional image, 

in line with any employer’s core values. i am approchable with a
competent manner and able to create a good impression.

Strong sense of responsibility and the ability to motivate a team 
into high performance and in challeging situations.
right now i am looking for a suitable position with
an ambition company, where i have the opportunity to

work within a varied and busy work enviroment
where never be the same.
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PROFILE

SANTINI RESTAURANT (London, 2013|2018)
Guest relations manager
- Responsable for hiring, training and disciplining staff
- Managing employees requires training and communicating restaurant 
  policies to the workers, scheduling shifts
- Responding to guests needs and anticipating their unstated ones
- Monitor daily bookings and ensure assigned best table prepared 
  prior to arrival
- Coordinate and manage communication between guests and staff, 
  follow up to guarantee customer satisfaction
- Appraise team’s performance
- Assistant curator of the looking of the Restaurant

 Hostess recepionist (2013|2014)
- Attend the phone calls and reveal about the food and services
- Create profile customers visiting
- Able to change table assigned in real time with aim to maximizing 
  covers
- Collect the cash of bills and provide receipts

VIDEO EDITOR (London, 2012|2013)
Freelance video editor for flash fashion, lavander shop
luca mura and remedy production

MERCADO RESTAURANT (Sydney, 2018)
Guest relations floor/reception
-Experienced in offering extraordinary services to the visiting 
 guests in a professional and efficient manner

CURRENTLY
SPANISH COURSE

LANGUAGES

-ITALIAN
-PORTUGUESE
-ENGLISH

further skillsskills

-ILLUSTRATOR          -AVID
-PHOTOSHOP            -CINEMA TOOLS
-AFTER EFFECTS        -CUBASE 
-FINAL CUT  -PREMIER


